We demonstrate the complete filling of both deionized water (DI water) and liquid metal (eutectic gallium-indium, EGaIn) into closed-end microchannels driven by a constant pressure at the inlet. A mathematical model based on gas diffusion through a porous polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) wall is developed to unveil the physical mechanism in the filling process. The proposed theoretical analysis based on our model agrees well with the experimental observations. We also successfully generate traveling surface acoustic waves by actuating interdigitated microchannels filled with EGaIn. Our work provides significant insights into the fabrication of liquid electrodes that can be used for various acustofluidics applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustofluidics is the exquisite marriage between acoustics and microfluidics. The combination of both fields leverages inherent in situ advantages at the microscale [1] [2] [3] . Both acoustics and microfluidics address several shortcomings at the microscale, which can be extremely desirable in many chemical and biological applications. On the one hand, acoustics provides a noninvasive and noncontact mode of manipulation through propagating sound waves [4, 5] . On the other hand, microfluidics provides a miniaturized platform to perform different micro total analysis (MicroTAS) systems with significant reductions in the speed of reactions and the amount of reagents [6] . In recent years, this integration has been gaining much attention, evident with a themed collection of tutorials in Lab on a Chip [7] . A broad range of articles discuss various issues from basic governing equations to different applications. This collection ascertains both the popularity and importance of acoustofluidics.
Surface acoustic waves (SAW), a sub-branch of acoustics pioneered by White and Voltmer [8] , have been extensively used in electronic circuits [9] . To date, numerous applications of SAW have been developed to perform * amgc@us.es † hengdongxi@nwpu.edu.cn ‡ sayhwa.tan@griffith.edu.au § These authors contributed equally to this work.
tasks in droplet-based microfluidics. These tasks include operations such as droplet generation [10, 11] , coalescence [12] , and sorting [13] . In these applications, SAWs are commonly generated using comb-shaped transducers [14] . These interdigitated transducers (IDTs) are fabricated using traditional photolithography and lift-off techniques [15] that are often expensive, laborious, and time consuming. Often, the transducers and fluidic channels are fabricated separately and have to be painfully aligned during the integration. Misalignment results in inappropriate wave propagation [16] at unsuitable locations. In order to circumvent the complex fabrication procedures, we recently demonstrated that microsolidics can be used to fabricate self-aligned IDTs [17] for acoustofluidics. Microsolidics, a technique introduced by Whitesides [18] , has been extensively used to fabricate various types of electrodes [19, 20] and electromagnets in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Recently, Nam et al. used a modified microsolidics technique to fabricate serpentine-shaped electrodes for acoustofluidics [21] . In the work, eutectic gallium-indium (EGaIn), a conductive liquid metal at room temperature, is used to pervade the microchannels to induce the required alternating electric fields. This openend channel design mimics the double-electrode IDTs, which are not common in microfluidic applications. The double-electrode IDTs (serpentine-shaped electrodes) differ from conventional comb-shaped IDTs and have several drawbacks. For example, a nonactive region [22] above the interdigitated fingers wastes space. The serpentine design also limits the number of electrode pairs due to the space constraint in a microfluidic device. The number of electrode pairs directly affects the strength of the resulting SAWs [23] . In designing complex electrode structures such as the focused interdigitated transducers (FIDTs) [24] or slanted interdigitated transducers (SIDTs) [25] , the modification of the serpentine design to the FIDTs/SIDTs geometries is very tedious and time consuming. In a physical aspect, the serpentine-shaped electrodes generate SAWs at resonance frequencies that are lower than conventional single-electrode IDTs [21] . The lower resonance frequencies induce lower streaming velocities [26] and weaker acoustic forces within the microsystems [27] . To overcome the above limitations, self-aligned combshaped single-electrode IDTs may be preferred and better received by the microfluidics community. In contrast to the popular belief that the filling of closed-end microchannels may be time consuming and tedious [21] , we show in this work that both deionized (DI) water and liquid metal (EGaIn) can completely fill up the microchannels within minutes using a pressurized source. This demonstration exploits the distinctive porous nature of PDMS. We also provide the detailed experimental and theoretical explanations on the filling process of EGaIn in closed-end combshaped microchannels. To the best of our knowledge, no literature can be found to characterize and model the complete filling process of DI water/EGaIn in microchannels driven by a constant pressure at the inlet. We develop a theoretical model by considering the gas diffusion through the porous PDMS. The analytical results of the model show good agreement with the experimental data. As a proof of concept, we also show that the proposed comb-shaped single-electrode IDTs can be used to generate SAWs to induce streaming in an open-space droplet, demonstrating that our proposed technique is both feasible and practical in nature. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. The PDMS microchannels are fabricated using standard photo-and soft-lithography [28] . The channel width w = 200 μm, height h ∼ 47 μm, and length L = 2750 μm. The width and the height of the main (root) channel are about 420 and 47 μm, respectively. A pressure controller [29] (Elveflow, OB1 MK3) is connected to one end of the channel with the other end closed. Both DI water and EGaIn are filled into the channels under different constant pressures P i (P i = 200, 400, 800, 1200 mbar, respectively). We first evaluate the flow characteristics of DI water in a closedend channel to form the basic theoretical model. EGaIn is then filled into the channels for comparison and evaluation using the same model. The DI water is mixed with a small amount of food dye (blue) for visualization and data evaluation. The addition of the food dye does not change the flow properties of the DI water. The PDMS device is mounted on an inverted microscope (Nikon Ti-E, Japan), while images are captured using a monochrome camera (Miro 3, Vision Research) at a frame rate of 10 frames/s to capture the entire filling process. In the case of DI water, the shortest filling time achieved is less than 6 min. Interestingly, for the case of EGaIn, the shortest filling time achieved is less than 2 min with the same device design. Here, we would like to stress that the filling time mentioned above corresponds to the filling time for nine adjacent fingers. Theoretically, the filling time does not depend on the number of channels involved as long as they are parallel and have the same common root channel. We observed experimentally that all of the comb-shaped fingers connected to the same root channel are found to be completely filled almost at the same time. Negligible differences are observed between each finger. Based on the experimental data, we assume that the pressure imposed in the liquid is the same as the inlet pressure. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
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III. THEORETICAL MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The filling process of the closed-end microchannels shown in Fig. 1 is investigated. Assuming that a constant driving pressure is imposed at the inlet, the advancement of the filling liquid is accompanied by the escape of air from the closed channel. In this case, air escapes by diffusion through the porous PDMS walls. This process is different from the classical capillary filling model, where capillary force and viscous force are predominant [30] . The rationale is based on the fact that the diffusion time of momentum (t ν = hw/ν = 9.4 ms, where ν is kinetic viscosity coefficient of the liquid) is negligible compared to that of the diffusion of air into PDMS or water (t D = hw/D gas = 4.7 s, where D gas is the diffusion coefficient of air into PDMS or water, and D gas ∼ 4.5 × 10 −9 m 2 s −1 [31] ). Given that the volume of PDMS is immense compared to that of the liquid, only a tiny fraction of air diffuses into the liquid. Thus, the same pressure is imposed in the liquid everywhere and is equal to the applied pressure from the controller. Furthermore, the system is considered to be isothermal. We neglect liquid vapor and condensation drops on the channel wall. We propose here a dimensionless number G that can be used to characterize the relative weight of viscous relaxation time along the channel for a given pressure to the time of air diffusion into PDMS, G = 12μD gas L 2 / wh 3 (P 0 + P i ) , where P 0 is the atmosphere pressure. Our experiment here has G ∼ 10 −4 , meaning that the gas diffusion dominates the viscous effects. This situation is different from the case of capillary filling in a closed-end nanochannel with a nonpermable wall, where G ∼ 10 6 and force analysis is necessary [30] . On the other hand, the channel height h and the channel width w are much larger than those of nanochannels; hence, the resisting surface tension pressure in the filling process of DI water is relatively small compared to the imposed pressure. The Reynolds number (Re = wU/ν ∼ 10 −3 , where U is the velocity of the liquid, e.g., the DI water, in the finger) is relatively small in our experiments. Hence, inertial forces of the filling liquid can be neglected. In the filling process with DI water, the trapped air pressure is essentially equal to that of the filling liquid, P i + P 0 .
For mathematical simplicity, we can model our microchannels with a rectangular cross section as the equivalent cylindrical channel with the same perimeter, which gives 2 (h + w) = π D or D = 2(h + w)/π , where D is the diameter of the equivalent cylindrical channel, as depicted in Fig. 2(a) . With this equivalence, we can model the system in polar coordinates and avoid redundant calculations in Cartesian coordinates. Next, we consider the dynamic behavior of the trapped air both in the channel and in the PDMS domain shown in Fig. 2 
Hence, we can calculate the mass fraction of gas in the PDMS domain under a given pressure P as Y = ∂Y/∂P × P, which governs the boundary conditions for the liquid filling process.
We define nondimensional variables η = 2r/D and τ = t/t 0 , where
2 / π 2 D gas denotes the characteristic diffusion time, and D gas ∼ 4.5 × 10 −9 m 2 s −1 is the diffusion coefficient of both N 2 and O 2 in PDMS (almost the same). For each individual finger, the filling time t starts from the moment that the liquid enters the finger. The diffusion of gas into PDMS is governed by Fick's second law and can be rewritten as a nondimensional equation:
Equation (2) is a partial differential equation with two variables. We introduce a self-similar variable ξ = η 2 / (4τ ) and the partial differential equation can be transformed into an ordinary differential equation:
with the boundary conditions
where ξ 0 reflects the initial situation of the PDMS already loaded with air at atmospheric pressure P 0 before the liquid enters the channel. In this regard, it should have the same value for all different pressures and experiments performed with the same device. In our case, ξ 0 is fixed when DI water is injected at different pressures. As for the differences in the characteristic features of the geometries used in the model and the actual device, ξ 0 would be used as the fitting parameter for the model of each configuration. Equation (3) has the analytical solution:
where Ei(x) is the exponential integral function and expressed as Ei 
Now, the advance of the liquid into the channel is governed by the following equation:
with the initial condition of l(0) = L, where l is the length of trapped air in the channel; ρ a = 0.79ρ N 2 + 0.21ρ O 2 is the density of air; and υ d = −D gas (∂Y/∂r)| s is the mass flux of the gas by Fick's first law, where ∂Y/∂r| s is the surface gradient of the mass gas fraction Y in the PDMS (mass of gas per mass of PDMS plus gas). For simplicity, we assume that υ d is the average value of the diffusion velocity along the whole inner surface of the channel 2(h + w) × l. Thus, based on Eq. (5), the solution for Eq. (6) is
where (0, x) denotes the Gamma function of the variable x, and
. 
is the filling length of the liquid in microchannels. Here, we treat k s = −4π/Ei(−ξ 0 ) as a fitting factor for the experimental data, resulting in ξ 0 = 2.103. We can see a good agreement between the experimental data of DI water and the model. Note that there is only one adjustable parameter in Eq. (7), ξ 0 , and P i is an operational parameter. Again, consider that ξ 0 is a fixed fitting factor that reflects the initial situation of the PDMS already loaded with air before the liquid enters the channel and P i is the artificially controlled pressure imposed by the pressure controller. Equation (7) can be rewritten as
where ψ = −t 1 (P i /P 0 )/t 0 and τ = t/t 0 . Fig. 3(b) , all four data sets collapse and have a good agreement with the predictions from Eq. (8), which confirms the rationality of the model and the value of the fitting factor ξ 0 .
With the above model, we then investigate the filling process of EGaIn in the microchannels. EGaIn is a low-toxicity electrically conductive liquid metal at room temperature. The eutectic alloy is composed of 75. cm, which is about eight orders of magnitude more conductive than tap water [33] . EGaIn is quickly gaining in popularity due to the vast number of applications in microfluidics such as pumps, valves, mixers, electrodes, sensors, and heaters [33] . We later use EGaIn-filled IDTs to demonstrate the generation of SAWs. Figure 4 shows both experimental and theoretical data for the case of EGaIn. The inlet pressures are 1200 and 1600 mbar. We choose these pressures for a number of reasons. At low pressures (1000 mbar or below), the filling time is relatively long (more than a few minutes) and the process is deemed inefficient for the fabrication of IDTs. At high pressures (above 1600 mbar), delamination may occur due to the relatively weak bond strength between PDMS and lithium niobate. The filling observations obtained at the above pressures are adequately sufficient for a qualitative comparison between both fluids (DI water and EGaIn). The obtained experimental results also provide ample data for theoretical modeling.
Compared with the filling process of DI water, intermittencies or stepwise filling can be observed for EGaIn. We attribute this interesting phenomenon to the formation of a thin oxide layer. This oxide layer forms instantaneously when EGaIn is exposed to air [33, 34] . The filling process can be described as a continuous repetition of the following three steps: (1) filling, (2) formation of the oxidized layer, and (3) breaking the oxidized layer. This repetitive behavior is captured and depicted in both Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) . We simplify the analysis by focusing on the average filling process in each single finger (IDT). We obtain the arithmetic average of the filling length of nine adjacent fingers and normalize the filling length as a function of time. The solid continuous curve in Fig. 4(c) shows the theoretical modeling using Eq. (8) . The fitting parameter is ξ 0 = 1.66. Recall that ξ 0 represents the initial situation of the PDMS already loaded with air at atmospheric pressure P 0 before the liquid enters the channel. However, for the filling of liquid metal, the process is not only dominated by the initial condition of the PDMS channel prior to the liquid injection, but it is also influenced by the stochastic features during its filling process, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). As a result, a different fitting parameter ξ 0 = 1.66, rather than ξ 0 = 2.103, is used in the model. We would like to emphasize that our current model does not agree flawlessly with the observed experimental data as that of water. Slight deviations from the theoretical model can be observed at various filling stages. Nevertheless, the model can still be considered as reasonable for both imposed inlet pressures of 1200 and 1600 mbar. The actual mechanism of the formation and breaking of the oxide layer is very complex and a more detailed analysis is currently beyond the scope of this paper. This complex mechanism is studied in detail in a separate work [35] .
Finally, we demonstrate the generation of SAWs using an open-space droplet. The IDTs are filled with EGaIn using the proposed pressurized mechanism. This 054045-5 demonstration clearly ascertains both the feasibility and applicability of the proposed concept. Here, we use 20 finger pairs and two separate microchannels are filled separately. The integrated PDMS microchannel and lithium niobate substrate is fabricated, bonded, and tested as reported in our previous work [17] . We characterize the S 11 measurement of the system using the network analyzer (Keysight technologies, 8753C) (see Appendix A).
To observe the surface acoustic waves generated by the IDT channels, a 0.5-μl droplet loaded with 0.02% volume ratio of fluorescent particles (PSF001UM, Magsphere) is pipetted and placed about 7 mm away from the IDTs. We then apply an alternating current (ac) voltage of about 200 mV pp at a frequency of 4.161 MHz. Figure 5 shows image frames of the droplet at different time squences. The images clearly show flow patterns induced by a streaming vortex. These flow patterns are similar to the one previously reported [36] [37] [38] [39] .
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the pressurized filling processes of both DI water and EGaIn in a porous closed-end microchannel are experimentally and theoretically studied. For the case of DI water, our proposed model agrees relatively well with the experimental data. In the case of EGaIn, the theoretical model and the experimental data fit reasonably with slight deviations. We also demonstrate that the proposed filled IDTs can be used to generate SAWs to induce streaming in an open droplet. We envisage that the self-aligned comb-shaped single-electrode IDTs will be adopted in the microfluidic community due to their simplicity. 
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APPENDIX A: RESONANCE FREQUENCIES OF THE DEVICE
A network analyzer with a working bandwidth ranging from 0 to 30 MHz is used to characterize the resonance frequencies of the fabricated device. The device is measured FIG. 6 . Measured response frequencies obtained from one-port measurement (S 11 ) of the network analyzer using an IDT device with both fingers filled with EGaIn. using one port (S 11 ). One-port measurement requires only one IDT as the emitter and receiver. In this method, an ac signal with fixed input power but varying frequencies is applied to the IDT. The reflected signal, which travels back from the device along the same signal cable, is used to transmit the input signal. The resonant frequency is determined when the output has a minimum value. Figure 6 shows the measured signals (S 11 ) when the interdigital channels are filled with EGaIn. Here, we choose the first-order frequency (4.161 MHz) as the frequency of the input signal. The measured first resonance frequency agrees well with the theoretical resonance frequency of 4.975 MHz (f = c/λ, c is about 3980 m/s, and λ is 800 μm).
APPENDIX B: VIDEO OF WATER FILLING
This video compilation shows the effects of liquid filling using multiple inlet pressures. Each separate video is captured at a low frame rate of 10 frames/s and played at a rate of 125 frames/s [40] . For proper segregation of each liquid column in the different videos, the dye concentrations used at each pressure are slightly adjusted without affecting the fluidic properties of the DI water used.
APPENDIX C: VIDEO OF LIQUID METAL FILLING
This video shows the filling of the liquid metal (EGaIn, Sigma Aldrich) with inlet pressure at 1600 mBar [40] . The video captures the stepped motion of the liquid metal. This motion is attributed to the constant formation and breaking of the oxide layer formed with exposure to air. This video is captured at 10 frames/s and played at a rate of 50 frames/s.
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APPENDIX D: VIDEO OF SAW-INDUCED DROPLET STREAMING
This video shows droplet streaming induced by a traveling surface acoustic wave [40] . The video captures the SAW-actuated particle motion inside a droplet. This video is captured at 20 frames/s and played at a rate of 20 frames/s.
